
UMA PIC Meeting Notes  9-19-2022

Intro from/to new administrators

Devin - trying to start tradition(s) that will address directly or indirectly from the parents.  We are addressing it in
a way that will support, not accuse.

Veterans Fun Run.  1K, 3K, 5k, 10K
● If we can do this and keep it as a tradition for the community.  We are working on legal forms and the

money will go towards ($20, $25) whatever we can do to support the school with
opportunities/programs..

● We would like to raise the money for “trips”- still working out details.
● The kick off (ticket sales) will begin in October, and the event will be held November 5th.  Anka would

like to have us turn it in sooner than later so there won’t be a future conflict.  Mitch will present it to the
board on Thursday and needs the info by Wednesday.

Visited 2 academies in the east over the summer (Texas and Virginia) and it is possible to have the same thing
here (not boarding, but private schools).  It would be amazing to mimic their success and culture.

Support ideas:
● Teachers appreciation at FatCats.
● Students Karaoke/Pizza Night.  Was on Friday on a non-team time day.  The school arranged the

buses and had teachers staying.

Communication:
● We may need to review how individuals are receiving the Newsletter.  Sarah is updating a grid of things

coming up in the next two weeks.  These are going to the school parents who have given PIC their
emails.

● ****Some things are being missed in the newsletters.  Is there a way to text to the parents?  Emergency
issues is even a bigger issue than the info being sent out..  Superintendent is working on a solution.
This is an imperative that will happen and happen fast!

● Drive people to the school calendar which is populated.

Team Time - and parent pickups later in the day.
● We need to have someone here (teacher?) that can be with the kids until all of the parents come and

pick up them up.  We need to look at a plan for after school that will hold and house those kids that
need it until 5:00pm. ?? maybe later.

● Currently team time goes until 4pm.
● There is a 3pm and a 4pm bus run to the train.  Per Mr. Orris, Those that need to stay later we will have

a plan in place for them to stay safe.

● Team Time has teachers that have to be here until 4:30 so team time goes until 4:00.  Reach out to the
Team Time teachers about their needs, and if they’d like help from parents.

● Do we want parent’s for Flight Parents?  It depends on the Flight teachers and Cpt. Tidwell would be
the one to reach out to and see how best to help.



● NSA has some parents that have kids going here.  These Team Time programs (Cyberpatriots) can be
done by them.  This is currently started, but they need computers.  Devin is currently helping to get 5 or
more (according to Anka). Devin has access to 50 computers.  Anka’s son is also looking for
sponsorship as this is very expensive for competitions.

Transportation:

● We need reliable buses and dedicated drivers.  We have some money coming in and this is a good way
to spend it.

●
● Mitch - Have we looked at the possibility of Alpine helping us out with bus runs in a pinch.
●
● Superintendent buses that don’t just go to tracks, but go to Provo, go to Eagle Mountain.  The only way

we can build to 1000 students is by working on getting a bus system in place.
●
● “Baby Buses” is a good way to use the coaches to transport their teams.
●
● Superintendent says his plan is to have some of this happen in the next month or so.  A bridge until we

can get to the next step of having new buses.

Wednesday 21st - The family engagement Night - Teaching Canvas and Aspire to the students and parents.

Thanksgiving Food Drive - Thanksgiving Meal November 23rd & Community Fun Time

Food Backpacks -
● HUGE unexpected/unprecedented response to this program. We used to have about 20 - Now we need

help with 75 backpacks. URGENTLY
● Maybe 4-6 people to pick up donations from Tabetha’s Way (can only get for 10 each)
● Also need additional donations, resources…to fill the bags with.

IN ATTENDANCE
In person: Devin Yi, Bill Orris, Jason Krauss, Anke Weimann, Francine Mackey, Kevin and Sarah Hollingshead,
Lichelle Watney, Donald DeVila
Online: Mitch Blake


